The Roles of Arts & Culture in Addressing Islamophobia

WE MUST TELL THE STORY
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The cast of “Beyond Sacred” performs at LaGuardia Performing Arts Center, Long Island City, NY.

F RO M T H E F I ELD

Beyond Sacred: Voices of Muslim Identity
Ping Chong + Company’s BEYOND SACRED: VOICES OF MUSLIM IDENTITY illuminates the daily experiences

of five young Muslim Americans who came of age in a post-9/11 society and are building their lives in a time of continued
fear of and violence towards Muslims. The cast members represent diverse ethnicities, identities and levels of spiritual

practice. They include: those who are deeply observant and have a daily spiritual practice, those who have converted to
Islam, those who were raised Muslim but have since left the faith and those who identify as “culturally” Muslim.
Check out Beyond Sacred on APAP’s CultureXLab site here:

Learn more about Ping Chong + Company at the company’s website:

THEMES
The story of Muslims in America is essential to addressing Islamophobia because it displaces false narratives and myths to
create points of connection, empathy, and understanding. Stories matter. They embed in our subconscious, shape our opinions
and subtly influence us. When negatively framed, stories can also perpetuate our fears and biases. How can we catalyze change?

HOW CAN WE HELP?
TELL THE STORY

ENCOURAGE DIVERSE STORYTELLERS

Muslims are Americans and Americans are Muslims.
Muslims have been a part of America’s story for
generations, dating back to the 1700s, and Muslims have
not only witnessed but contributed to the formation of
America as it is today.

We must promote a rich abundance of narratives that
illuminate the complexity, diversity, and breadth of
Muslims in America rather than the idea of a singular
narrative.We especially need to provide resources and
opportunities to Muslim women and to young people
to not only tell their personal stories but to share their
communities’ stories from their unique perspectives.

CELEBRATE WHO MUSLIMS ARE

DISRUPT PREJUDICE, FEAR AND RACISM

Looking through the pathological lens, as current
narratives do, limits us to the binary of “good Muslim, bad
Muslim.” In effect, it serves to validate the stereotype as
we play defense to focus on what Muslims are not instead
of celebrating their rich diversity.

Fear, born from a lack of understanding, is the start
of bigotry. Unlike earlier generations of Catholics
and Jews who overcame religious bigotry, for Muslims
in the U.S., identity is also wrapped up with race.
To disrupt this narrative of bigotry and racism, we
must ensure that all Americans build understanding
based on inclusive narratives.

OUTCOMES
ESTABLISHED A FORUM FOR COLLECTIVE LEARNING

• To advance greater understanding and engagement.
• To discover new thinking and approaches.
• To increase a cross-pollination of ideas through connections
between artists, activists, cultural practitioners and funders.
• To further collaboration and support for solutions.
PRODUCED SHARABLE RESOURCES

• Two short videos inspired by the 2017 symposium keynote
presentation by Professor Hussein Rashid.
• A summary report of the 2017 symposium by Michael DiNiscia,
Deputy Director for Research and Strategic Initiatives at
The John Brademas Center for New York University.
• A series of articles inspired by Michael DiNiscia’s report and
graphic facilitator Flash Rosenberg’s drawings.

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION
How do we empower a diverse group
of storytellers?
Who are the influencers and how do we
persuade them to change?
Which platforms can we leverage to tell
authentic stories with positive messages?
How can we align with allies to
amplify stories?

ABOUT THIS SERIES
On March 13, 2017, New York University played host to a day-long funders briefing “The Roles of Arts & Culture in Addressing Islamophobia.” The meeting was organized
by ArtPlace America, the Doris Duke Foundation for Islamic Art, the Ford Foundation, the New York Community Trust, the New York Foundation, and the John Brademas
Center of New York University. The partner institutions built on an earlier conference at the Ford Foundation in 2016 on “Confronting Islamophobia in America Today”
that highlighted the social change and policy focused work of Muslim, Arab and South Asian (MASA) led by community-based leaders and their allies including local and
national funders. All drawings created during the 2017 symposium by Flash Rosenberg, Graphic Facilitator.

